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We consider the implications of low-energy precision testsof parity violation ont-channel mediator models
explaining the topAFB excess measured by CDF and D0. Flavor-violatingu-t ord-t couplings of new scalar or
vector mediators generate at one-loop an anomalous contribution to the nuclear weak charge. As a result, atomic
parity violation constraints disfavor at& 3σ t-channel models that give rise to a greater than 20%AFB at the
parton level forMtt̄ > 450 GeV while not producing too large att̄ cross-section. Even stronger constraints are
expected through future measurements of the proton weak charge by the Q-Weak experiment.

Introduction: As the heaviest particle in the Standard
Model (SM), the top quark provides a special window into
new physics at the electroweak symmetry breaking scale. In
fact, the most persistent anomaly to come from the Teva-
tron arises in the top system. Both the CDF and D0 collab-
orations have reported an excess in measurements of thett̄
forward-backward asymmetryAFB , favoring production oft
in the incoming proton direction, and̄t in the incoming an-
tiproton direction. CDF observedAFB = 0.475 ± 0.114
for tt̄ invariant massMtt̄ > 450 GeV [1] at the parton level
(AFB = 0.266 ± 0.062 at the signal level), a 3.4σ devia-
tion from the SM next-to-leading order (NLO) prediction of
0.088± 0.013 (0.043± 0.009at the signal level). D0 has con-
firmed theAFB excess, though without the dramatic rise at
the highMtt̄ [2]. At the signal level, within errors, the two
experiments agree with each other.

Most new physics models that may account for this ex-
cess fall into two classes:s-channel andt-channel. Thes-
channel models involve a new colored resonance with ax-
ial couplings (e.g., axigluons) [3–5], although the simplest
such models have become disfavored due to the absence of
tt̄ resonances at high invariant mass at the LHC [6]. Thet-
channel models feature a scalar or vector mediator, denoted
M , with a flavor-violating couplingλ betweenu or d andt
(or t̄), and can generate a large forward-backward asymmetry
through a Rutherford enhancement [7, 8]. Heavy mediators
(mM > mt) have become disfavored by the invariant mass
distribution and number of additional jets intt̄ events at the
LHC [6], due to a largett̄+jet cross section from on-shellM
production [9, 10]. Light mediators (mM < mt) therefore are
the most promising for evading collider constraints; on-shell
M production does not contribute tott̄ sinceM cannot decay
to t+ jet.

In this Letter, we show that low-energy precision tests of
parity-violating (PV) observables disfavort-channel models
for AFB . As shown in Fig. 1, allt-channel models generically
lead to an anomalous coupling of theZ boson tou ord quarks
at one-loop, which is of order(λ2/(4π)2) (m2

t/m
2
M ) ∼ 10−2,

for λ ∼ 1 andmM ∼ mt in order to explainAFB . Atomic
parity violation (APV) measurements in cesium [11] provide
the strongest constraints, at the level of10−3, and the up-
coming proton weak charge measurement by the Q-Weak ex-

periment [12] is expected to give even stronger limits. We
emphasize that PV measurements are particularly sensitiveto
t-channel models with light mediators, therefore providinga
complementary test of models forAFB that are most easily
hidden in collider searches. We consider here simple scalar
and vectort-channel models, which have thus far evaded col-
lider bounds, and find that they are strongly excluded by PV
constraints.

Parity violation constraints: PV electron-quark interac-
tions can be parametrized below the weak scale by an effective
four-fermion interaction

L
PV
eq =

GF√
2

∑

q=u,d

(

C1q ēγ
µγ5e q̄γµq + C2q ēγ

µe q̄γµγ5q
)

.

(1)
In the SM, the coefficientsC1q andC2q arise at leading order
via Z exchange:e.g., C1u = − 1

2
+ 4

3
s2W andC1d = 1

2
−

2
3
s2W , wheresW ≡ sin θW describes the weak mixing angle.

Beyond leading order, precision SM computations [13, 14]
allow for stringent constraints on new physics contributing to
Eq. (1), denotedCNP

1q andCNP
2q .

APV experiments provide the most precise measurements
of C1q. Interference betweenγ andZ amplitudes give rise to
PV atomic transitions sensitive to the nuclear weak charge

QW (Z,N) ≡ −2
[

(2Z +N)C1u + (2N + Z)C1d

]

. (2)

The strongest constraint is from cesium (133Cs) [11], for
which the measured valueQW (Cs) = −73.20(35) agrees
with the SM predictionQSM

W (Cs) = −73.15(2) [15, 16],
probingCNP

1q at the few × 10−3 level. (Uncertainty in the
last digits is given in parantheses.)
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FIG. 1: AFB from t-channel exchange ofM (left). Anomalous cou-
pling of Z to u, d at one-loop is generated byM (center) and by
flavor-conservingZ′ associated with certain vectorM models.
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Another constraint on Eq. (1) is provided by the proton
weak chargeQW (p) measured in parity-violatinge-p elas-
tic scattering (see [17] and references therein). Ref. [18]
obtainedQW (p) = 0.054(17), in 1σ agreement with the
SM valueQSM

W (p) = 0.0713(8). The new physics reach in
QW (p) [19] will be dramatically improved by the Q-Weak
experiment [12], which aims to measureQW (p) to 4%, cor-
responding to a10−3 sensitivity toCNP

1q .
We consider new physics models, described below, that

generate anomalous couplings of theZ to light quarksq =
u, d, given by

Leff = − g2
cW

Zµ
(

aNP
R (q) q̄RγµqR + aNP

L (q) q̄LγµqL
)

(3)

where aNP
L,R(q) parametrizes the new physics contribution.

Constraints on these couplings from the hadronicZ width
were considered previously in connection withAFB [20], but
are weaker than those from APV. In terms of Eq. (1), we have
CNP

1q = aNP
L (q) + aNP

R (q) andCNP
2q = QW (e)[aNP

R (q) −
aNP
L (q)]. We do not considerCNP

2q since it is suppressed by
the electron weak chargeQW (e) ≈ (−1 + 4s2W ) ≈ −0.04.

Additional constraints on Eq. (3) arise from neutrino deep
inelastic scattering (νDIS) experiments [21]. The low-energy
ν-q interaction can be parametrized as

L
PV
νq = −GF√

2

∑

q=u,d

ν̄γµ(1− γ5)ν

×
(

ǫL(q) q̄γµ(1− γ5)q + ǫR(q) q̄γµ(1 + γ5)q
)

(4)

whereǫR(u) = ǫL(u) − 1
2
= − 2

3
s2W andǫR(d) = ǫL(d) +

1
2
= 1

3
s2W at leading order in the SM. The quantitesg2L ≡

∑

q ǫ
2
L(q) = 0.3025(14) andg2R ≡ ∑

q ǫ
2
R(q) = 0.0309(10)

measured in neutral-to-charged-current ratios ofν andν̄ cross
sections on isoscalar nuclear targets agree with SM predic-
tions(g2L)SM = 0.30499(17)and(g2R)SM = 0.03001(2) [15],
constraining any NP contributionǫNP

L,R(q) = −aNP
L,R(q). Since

aNP
L,R enters predominantly via interference with the SM cou-

plings ǫL,R, νDIS gives weaker constraints on right-handed
couplings.

New physics models for topAFB : We consider a set of
simple models, given in Table I, to generateAFB through
t-channel exchange of a scalar or vector mediator. We fo-
cus on mediators couplingt to uR only, thereby generating
aNP
R (u). Other models with couplings to(u, d)L or dR gen-

erateaNP
L (u, d) or aNP

R (d), respectively; the former case re-
quires an extended flavor-symmetric new physics sector [20]
to avoid constraints fromK0-K̄0 or D0-D̄0 mixing [22], and
the latter suffers from smaller parton luminosity, requiring
larger couplings. In any case, APV is equally sensitive to all
aNP
L,R(u, d) since Cs is approximately isoscalar.
In order to calculateAFB , σ(tt̄)ℓj , andσ(tt̄)ℓℓ at leading

order (LO) fortt̄+0,1 jet samples within new physics models,
events were generated using MadGraph/MadEvent 5 v1.3.32
[23] and Pythia v6.420. MLM Matching, a fixed RG scale
of 200 GeV,mt=172 GeV, and CTEQ6L1 parton distribution

functions were used. Model files were generated using Feyn-
Rules v1.6.0.105 events were generated for an array of mass
and coupling values for each model. Contours were generated
by interpolating between model points that saturated the given
bounds.

For scalar mediators, we consider color triplet(ω) diquarks
[24, 25] and a color singlet, weak doubletφ= (φ+, φ0) [20,
22, 26, 27]. The latter model, formφ0 . 130 GeV, has been
argued to provide the best fit among scalar mediators forAFB

and other constraints [22], while potentially accounting for
flavor anomalies [28, 29]. For these mediatorsM = φ0, ω,
the new physics coefficient is

aNP
R (u) =

λ2cM
32π2

m2
t

m2
M

F (m2
t/m

2
M ) (5)

whereF (x) ≡ (x−1− log x)/(1−x)2, andcφ = |Vtb|2 ≈ 1,
cω = 2. (The φ result is independent of theφ+ mass for
mφ+ ≫ mb.)

Our results for the weak doublet model are shown in Fig. 2.
The blue and green lines show the preferred region forAFB,
given at the parton level and including only new physics con-
tributions, in the high (Mtt̄ > 450 GeV) and low (Mtt̄ < 450
GeV) invariant mass bins, respectively. We imposeAhigh

FB >
20% andAlow

FB < 20%. The line thickness corresponds to sta-
tistical uncertainty in our simulation. The totaltt̄ cross sec-
tionσ(tt̄) has been measured at CDF in semileptonic (ℓj) and
dileptonic (ℓℓ) channels (whereℓ = e, µ), both in agreement
with SM prediction [30, 31]. We requireσ(tt̄) agree with SM
prediction at LO within±30% in each channel, shown by the
shaded regions; this large uncertainty reflects our ignorance of
acceptance effects, NLO corrections, and uncertainties inthe
cross-section and top mass measurements. Theφ0 modifies
σ(tt̄)ℓj andσ(tt̄)ℓℓ through bothtt̄ production andt decays,
sincet → φ0u is allowed (withφ0 decaying hadronically via
Cabibbo-suppressed coupling toūRcL). Interference between
QCD andφ0-mediatedtt̄ production is destructive, requiring a
largeO(λ4) new physics-squared contribution to compensate.
Moreover,σ(tt̄)ℓℓ is further suppressed, compared toσ(tt̄)ℓj ,
by the reduced leptonic branching ratio, requiring larger val-
ues ofλ and leading to a tension betweenσ(tt̄)ℓℓ andσ(tt̄)ℓj .

The constraints from low-energy PV observables, shown in
Fig. 2, clearly exclude the weak doublet model as the ori-
gin of AFB . TheQW (Cs) and νDIS measurements disfa-
vor this model at4σ (solid line) and2σ (dashed line), respec-
tively. The Q-Weak measurement ofQW (p) can provide even

New mediator field Interaction LagrangianLint

scalarφ ∼ (1, 2, 1/2) λ (ūRVibu
i
Lφ

0
− ūRbLφ

+) + h.c.

scalarω ∼ (3, 1,−4/3) λ ǫαβγ t̄
c
RαuRβ ωγ + h.c.

vectorV ′
∼ (1, 1, 0) λ t̄Rγ

µuRV
′

µ + h.c.

TABLE I: New states and interactions introduced to explainAFB

via t-channel exchange, with real coupling constantλ. SU(3) ×
SU(2)L × U(1)Y quantum numbers are given in parantheses.
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Excl. QW
NPHpL>4%

Excl. QW
NPHCsL>2Σ

Excl. QW
NPHCsL>3Σ

Excl. QW
NPHCsL>4Σ

Excl.ΝDIS>2Σ

Σ
HttLll

Σ HttLlj

AFB
high
< 20%

Excl.
Excl.
AFB

low> 20%
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0.5

1.0
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2.0

mΦ0 HGeVL

Λ

FIG. 2: Exclusion plot for weak doublet (φ) model. Pink and tan
shaded regions are consistent withσ(tt̄)ℓj andσ(tt̄)ℓℓ, respectively.
Mass-dependent-AFB -favored region is within the blue and green
curves, markingAhigh

FB > 20% and Alow
FB < 20%, respectively.

Constraints fromQW (Cs), νDIS, and futureQW (p) measurements
shown by black solid, purple dashed, and brown dashed lines,re-
spectively.

stronger constraints (thick dashed line). PV constraints simi-
larly disfavor the diquark models. In Table II, we list a couple
of diquark benchmark points that provide reasonable agree-
ment withAFB andσ(tt̄), but give a large disagreement with
PV measurements.

Next, we consider models with a vector mediator, denoted
V ′, coupled totR-uR. We focus on the model of Ref. [10]:
the SM is extended with anSU(2)X horizontal symmetry act-
ing on(u, t)R, giving rise to a complexV ′ and a real, flavor-
conservingZ ′, analogous to the SMW andZ. The fermion-

scalar mM λ Ahigh

FB σ(tt̄)ℓj aNP
R (u) QNP

W (Cs) QNP
W (p)

ω 600 3.5 25% 7.0 pb 0.012 −4.5 −0.05

800 4.2 26% 6.7 pb 0.012 −4.5 −0.05

φ0 130 1.6 20% 7.4 pb 0.0048 −1.8 −0.02

V ′ 160 0.55 30% 5.1 pb 0.012 −4.6 −0.05

TABLE II: Benchmark points: (i) color triplet diquarkω; (ii) weak
doubletφ = (φ+, φ0), similar to the “best-fit” point of Ref. [22]
(our λ convention differs by factor 2); and (iii) horizontalV ′ model,
similar to “Model A” point of Ref. [32], with PV coefficients com-
puted using Eq.(7), mZ′ = 120 GeV,Λ = 600 GeV. LOσ(tt̄)ℓj
should be compared toσ(tt̄)SMℓj = 6.3 pb at LO.

Excl. QW
NP
HpL>4%

Excl. QW
NP
HCsL>2Σ

Excl. QW
NP
HCsL>3Σ

Σ HttLll

Σ HttLlj AFB
high
< 20%

Excl.

Excl. AFB
low> 20%

60 80 100 120 140 160
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

mV¢ HGeVL

Λ

FIG. 3: Exclusion plot for horizontalSU(2)X V ′ model, as in Fig. 2.
Constraints fromQW (Cs) and futureQW (p) measurements shown
by solid black and brown dashed lines, respectively, from Eq. (7).
Dot-dashed lines show same constraints from Eq.(9).

gauge interactions are

L =
gX√
2
V ′

µ

[

ūRγ
µtR + ε(ūRγ

µuR − tRγ
µtR)

]

+ h.c.

+
gX
2
Z ′

µ

[

t̄Rγ
µtR − ūRγ

µuR + 2ε(ūRγ
µtR + t̄Rγ

µuR)
]

(6)

wheregX ≡
√
2λ is the gauge coupling andε corresponds to

a vacuum misalignment between differentSU(2)X -breaking
Higgs fields. We assumeε ≪ 1, to avoid same-sign top pro-
duction, and neglectO(ε2) terms. The prefered region for
collider constraints is: (i)mV ′ < mt, such that on-shell
V ′ production does not contribute to thett̄ sample, since
V ′ → uū can dominate overV ′ → ut̄∗ for ε 6= 0; and (ii)
mZ′ . 130 GeV to avoid dijet bounds (mZ′ & TeV is also
viable, but requiresO(100)-dimensionalSU(2)X Higgs rep-
resentations) [10, 32]. This model generatesaNP

R (u), but it is
not possible to computeaNP

R (u) in a model-independent way
since the theory is nonrenormalizable unless we specify how
SU(2)X is spontaneously broken. Nevertheless, we can ob-
tain a reasonable estimate foraNP

R (u) by assuming these de-
grees of freedom enter at scaleΛ, and treatingΛ as a cut-off.
We find

aNP
R (u) =− λ2

16π2

m2
t

m2
V ′

(

F
( m2

t

m2
V ′

)

+
1

4
log

( Λ2

m2
t

))

+
NCλ

2

32π2

m2
t

m2
Z′

log
( Λ2

m2
t

)

, (7)

with the two terms corresponding to vertex andZ-Z ′ mixing
contributions, respectively.
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It is also useful to consider a specific ultraviolet completion
of theSU(2)X model in whichaNP

R (u) can be computed. In
order to breakSU(2)X , we introduce two (SM singlet) scalar
fields: a complex doubletS and a real tripletΣ, with vacuum
expectation values (vevs) taken to be〈S〉 = (0, vS) and〈Σ〉 =
vΣ(−2ε, 0, 1)/

√
2. We also introduce a massive vector quark

t′ ∼ (3, 1, 2/3), which is a singlet underSU(2)X , with mass
mt′ ≫ mt and Yukawa interactions

L = y1(ūR, t̄R)t
′

LS − y2t̄
′

R(tL, bL)ǫH + h.c. (8)

with antisymmetric tensorǫ. The SM Higgs field isH ≡
(H+, H0), with vev 〈H0〉 = v. Integrating out thet′ gener-
ates the top massmt = y1y2vSv/mt′ . WhileS is required to
generatemt, Σ is required to break the degeneracy between
m2

V ′ = g2X(v2S + v2Σ)/2 andm2
Z′ = g2Xv2S/2 and to generate

ε. (We neglect other SM quark masses.) Within this concrete
realization, we have

aNP
R (u) =− λ2

16π2

m2
t

m2
V ′

F1

( m2
t

m2
V ′

,
m2

t′

m2
V ′

)

+
NCλ

2

32π2

m2
t

m2
Z′

F2

(m2
t

m2
t′

)

, (9)

with loop functions from vertex andZ-Z ′ mixing contribu-
tions, respectively, given by

F1(x, y) ≡− 1

4

(

2 +
6− 3x− 3y

(1− x)(1 − y)
(10a)

+
(x2 − 2x+ 4) logx

(1− x)2
+

(2x2 − 8x) log x

(1− x)(x − y)

+
(y2 − 2y + 4) log y

(1 − y)2
+

(2y2 − 8y) log y

(1− y)(y − x)

)

F2(x) ≡
2(x− 1)− (1 + x) log x

1− x
. (10b)

In the mt′ ≫ mV ′ ,mt limit, Eq. (9) reproduces thelog Λ
dependence of Eq. (7), withΛ ≡ mt′ .

In Fig. 2, we show that PV observables provide strong
constraints on theSU(2)X model. The preferred region for
AFB lies between the blue and green curves, whileσ(tt̄)ℓℓ
and σ(tt̄)ℓj measurements favor the overlap of the shaded
regions. The solid curves show exclusion limits from APV
measurements, and the dashed curve indicates the potential
reach of the Q-Weak measurement, computed using Eq. (7)
for mZ′ = 120 GeV andΛ = 600 GeV. The dot-dashed
lines show the corresponding PV constraints for the com-
plete model, using Eq. (9), withmt′ = Λ. The constraints
become stronger for smaller values ofmZ′ or larger values
of Λ. The difference in the limits obtained with Eqs. (7)
and (9) gives a qualitative view of the model dependence in
aNP
R (u), and the agreement becomes much better for largerΛ.

For lightZ ′, Z-Z ′ mixing dominates; for intermediate mass,
130GeV < mZ′ . 1 TeV, there can be a cancellation be-
tween mixing and vertex terms, but this region is disfavored
by dijet searches; formZ′ & 1 TeV, the vertex terms dominate
andaNP

R (u) is comparable in size to the Q-Weak sensitivity.

Conclusions: We studied in detail the most promisingt-
channel models for topAFB . We showed that these mod-
els, characterized by a new color singlet, weak doublet scalar
and a new color singlet, weak singlet vector of low mass,
are strongly disfavored by PV constraints. More generally,
we showed thatany low-masst-channel model for topAFB

will confront very strong bounds from atomic parity violation
measurements.
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